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About This Game

Dynamic is an indie Platformer game.

The goal is to try to avoid obstacles and dangerous enemies who want to kill you.

The controls are easy to understand:
Use the arrow keys to move the character and press space to jump.

your mission is to react quickly and move fast
Be "Dynamic"!

Dynamic includes:
--- 3 different worlds.

--- over 50 challenging levels.
--- beautifully detailed graphics.

--- atmospheric music.
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i loved the non grav mode. ps if you have controller plugged in computer it interferes with the key board and you can play with
controller. I dont own this 'another generic painfully boring to watch arcade' but I have an opportunity to write a review, so why
not?.. Always use your options in life - this is my motto!. Apart from being a retro pixel 2D platformer (enough, on it's own, to
validate this games place on a bonfire), this one has problems.

Gameplay isn't great (these games never scored well even in the 1980's when they were conceptualised)

This game doesn't add anything to single screen platformers and has a lot of bugs and almost no polish... you get stuck in absurd
places.

I just can't think of a single redeeming feature for this lazy pixel mess.. This must have the worst advertising.. WTF is the title
of the game again?. I owned this once... Now I don't. Character gets stuck even though there's no clear obstacle in sight, music is
really really bad. Boring game overall.. I absolutely love platformers, the artstyle in this one is fantastic, it's fast, it's beautiful
and it's rage inducing! Will keep you repeating the mission till you either complete, or quit!. Outside of getting it for the trading
cards I wouldn't recommend this game. Controls are wonky being the biggest issue.. En mi vida he visto un control de el
personaje tan malo, es mas facil que tu mismo te hagas una paja con los pies que hacer un salto bien.. When it launched,
Dynamic had a few problems.
The devs started to listen to the community and now the bugs are constantly being fixed.

The game good, well made and some levels are quite hard.

If you like challenging games then buy this game, it's worth its price.
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Pros:
->Really great graphics
->Effects
->Interesting levels
->Not bad gameplay
->Calm and relaxing soundtrack :3

Cons:
->Some bugs
->Annoying soundtrack

6/10. Good green and classic game if u boring or lost consistancy by play modern game. Ez to play by walk and jump to evade
sometin that can destroy u and finish it when arrive at the destination door. This game had a lot of level u can unlock. Can get it
for cheap price if u got discount coupon.. It's good., but not hard like the title implies. You'll beat it in an hour. It's not Mario
Maker Perpare to Die Edition. It's like "My First Platformer" level difficult. Level 12-16 in the first set of levels didn't unlock
for me (Not the case for everyone). The last level in the third set doesn't let you finish the level. The finish line gate is broken.
You get stuck on the floor randomly. This game is a really good $2 for 1 hour of fun. I had fun playing it. I got it in a 10 games
for $2.50 bundle. Totally worth 25 cents. I'd pay up to $2 for it. I finished it half as fast as an energy drink. I wrote this review
in 1/4 of the total game time. My eyes hurt but the game is ok i guess.
It gets boring after a while. I'd advise you to get it from a bundle or something.. This game is flat out terrible.

Upon first starting the game it opens in windowed mode and there are no settings to change that without changing your
resolution. Once you start the first level you will notice the physics are awful and the game is littered with glitches. Some levels
might not even be beatable without them. And when you die due to the horrendous controls you have to restart the level by
clicking a button with the mouse on an otherwise keyboard game. Even if the developers fix all of what I just listed the game
would still just be a mediocre flash game that looks like its from cool math games. If this game has anything good about it, it
would be the graphics. Other then that don't buy.
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